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Common Zeros of Two Bessel Functions

By T. C. Benton and H. D. Knoble

Abstract.   There is a theorem that two Bessel functions J„(x) and Jv(x) can have no

common positive zeros if m is an integer and v = u + m where m is an integer, but

this does not preclude the possibility that for unrestricted real positive n and v not

differing by an integer, the two functions JJ^x) and Jv(x) can have common zeros.

An example is found where two such functions have two positive zeros in common.

1. Introduction.  The Bessel functions Jv(x), where v is a real number, is known

to have an infinity of positive zeros jvX, jv2, /„ 3, ... , /„,, ....  If ^ is variable, jvs

is a continuous increasing function of v.  As n —► °°, (/„   +1 -jpn) —► ff.  There is

a theorem that Jv(x) and Jv+n(x), n an integer, have no common zeros.  Proofs of

these facts are in [6].

The theorem just cited does not preclude the possibility that if p - v is not an

integer, the functions Jv(x) and /M(x) may have zeros in common.  It is quite obvious

that two functions can have one positive zero in common because v can be determined

so that /„ j coincides with a particular /  s where p < v. An inspection of tables [3]

shows that for some v between 3.5 and 4,/„(x) will have its first zero /„ j = /, 2-

It is the purpose of the present investigation to show that there exist values p

and v such that Jß{x) and Jv(x) have at least two positive zeros in common.

2. Estimations for an Example. By searching tables [3], [5] it was found that the

interval between /„ ]2 = 36.9170984 and/0 ls = 46.3411884 was nearly equal to the

interval from ;30 j to /30 3 which is approximately 9.354.  This is less than j0 x s -

/„ 12 = 9.42409.  But the interval from/31 j to/31 3 has/31 3 -/31 j = 9.4249

which is greater than /„ x s - j0 x 2.

This suggests that if p is determined so that /   j = 36.917, then /   3 should be

close to /0 j s.  It happens that /   3 = 46.3258 < ;0 x s = 46.3412.  Now if u is

slightly increased /   3 - /   x will be increased.  This can be shown by using the series

found by F. W. J. Olver [4] :

/„i = v + 1.85575711/1/3 + 1.0331503v-1/3 - 0.003974i^_1-,

iv,3 = v + 4.3816712^/3 + 5.7597129v~xl* - 0.226068^_1-,

l'p,3 -Jv,\ = 2.5259141 vxl3 + 4.7265626I»-1/3 - 0.222094»;_1,

—(/, 3 ~h i) = 0.8419714i;_2/3 - 1.5455209t'-4/3 + 0.222094^-2

= 0.8419714i^-2{y4/3 - 1.8712285i>2/3 + 0.2637786}.
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This will be > 0 if i^2/3 > 1.7176599 or v> 2. 2511569.  Hence, jv3 -jvX will be in-

creasing if v > 2.26.  Now if 0 is increased to a small value v where 0 < v < 1, /0 j 5

- /'„ j 2 will also be increased but since this difference is much closer to the limit 3tt

its rate of increase will be much less than the rate of increase of/   3 -/M ,.   However,

for/31(x),/31 , = 37.1581130 and/31>3 = 46.58280123; and if v is found so that

f» 12 = hi i' tne vawe is v = 0.1536508.  Then /„ 1S = 46.5822752.   So here/31 3

~^31,l   ^v,15 _^,12-

Since the zeros are continuous functions of the order, the difference of two

zeros is also, and it has been shown that ;'   3 — /   j changes from less than /„ 15 -

/„ j 2 to greater than ¡v X5 - jv x 2 where the value of v has been chosen to make

/   i = iv 12 •   Then on account of continuity there must be a value of v for which

/'u,3 ->ß,l  = VlS -/V.12  and S¡nce/M,l  = Á<,12 We mUSt haVe/M>3 =AU5-

Thus, for some p between 30 and 31 and some v between 0 and 1, Jß(x) and

Jv(x) will have two positive zeros in common.

3.   Computations.   During the course of preparing this paper, it was useful to be

able to calculate the roots of the Bessel functions accurate at least to ten significant

digits.   Capitalizing on the works of Gautschi [2] to evaluate the Bessel functions ac-

curately and Brent [1] to compute a zero of an arbitrary function, an IBM 370

FORTRAN computer program was written to compute distinct values of u and v such

that Jß(x) = 0 and Jv(x) = 0.  The program is an implementation of the following al-

gorithm:

Step 1.   Input the eight quantities, pa, pb, va, vb, xa, xb, za, z& ; more specifi-

cally:

1.1 define endpoints for the interval v G [va, vb] for the Bessel functions of

order v.

1.2 define endpoints for the interval z G [za, zb] 3 Jv(z) = 0.

1.3 define endpoints for the interval (iE [pa, pb] 3 J (z) = 0 and u €

["«."*]■

1.4 define endpoints for the interval xx, x2 G [xa, xb] 3 ^(Xj) = 0, /„(x2)

= 0,z<É [xa,xb].

Step 2.   Define four versions of Brent's algorithm say Bx, B2, B3, B4 such that

given a specific value of v and the respective intervals from Step 1 for z, xx, x2, p:

2.1 Bx solve for z in the equation Jv{z) = 0.

2.2 B2 solve forXj in the equation Jv(xx) = 0.

2.3 B3 solve for p in the equation JJj) = 0 given z from 2.1.

2.4 Z?4 solve for x2 in the equation ^M(x2) = 0 given p from 2.3.

If any version fails to converge, terminate with appropriate message.

Step 3.   Define the function F(i>) = \xx - x2| where Xj and x2 are derived by

performing Steps 2.1 through 2.4.

Step 4.   Given the interval for v, use a version of Brent's algorithm, say BF, to

solve for v in the equation F(v) = 0.   If BF fails to converge, terminate with appro-

priate message.

Step 5.  Output the final value of u, v, z and x = x, = x,, then terminate.
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For example: Given the input values pa = 30.9, pb = 31 ; va = 0, vb = 1 ; zfl =

37, zb = 38; xa = 46, xb = 47; the program output the values

p = 30.99239611,      y = 0.1485098818,

2 =/ju.i =/„,i2 =37.15005920,

x=h,3 =/;,is =46.57421695.

These figures show that the two Bessel functions Jß(x) and Jv(x) have a pair of

positive zeros which are common to the two functions.

On account of the continuity there must be such a coincidence and this calcula-

tion gives the orders of the two functions and the position of the common zeros to

eight places of decimals (the computations were carried out to 13 places).

4. Conclusion. Having constructed a computer program to perform these oper-

ations, the possible pairs of Bessel functions which have at least two zeros in common

can be studied.

This raises a number of interesting questions.  Perhaps the most interesting one

is whether two functions can have more than two zeros in common.   If two functions

do have more than two zeros in common, they will have several pairs of common

zeros; and if this occurs, the same pair of values of p and v will appear for different

pairs of values of the zeros.  Therefore, it seems that an answer to this question may

come from a systematic study of pairs.

This idea has led to finding numerous examples by applying the computer pro-

gram-about 30 examples are now known, but none have so far given more than one

pair of common zeros.
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